
More technology 
for a more natural 
day-to-day life

The new Versatile Pro, with exceptional 
technology, more autonomy and better 
prepared to offer the best freshly-squeezed 
juice, is a must in all cafeterias, self-service 
stores and hotels with high juice demand.
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Your freshly squeezed 
juice point of sale
Version with podium for self-service areas. A light 
and sturdy option, with trolley with trolley for easy 
waste removal.

Technical Features

Fruits per minute 27 fruits / min

Feeder capacity 22 lb

Fruit size 2.56” - 3.19”

Dimensions* 
(WxDxH) 18.5” x 21.7” x 33.5”

Net weight 119 lb

Power 320 W ı 0.43 HP

Consumption 2.7 A

Voltage 115 V ı 60 Hz

Waterproof 
specification IPX4

Security Double safety detector and motor 
seizure detection

Accessories

Countertop Kit 
Available in Orange, 
Silver and Graphite

Elevation 
Kit

*Mesures without podium

Bottle 
Rack 

Versatile Pro Podium
NEW

1Step Extraction Kit 

New 1Step S Extraction Kit, 
the accessory that that makes 
squeezing limes and lemons 
easier than ever.

Dare to experiment with
new combinations!

A great advantage 
when time is an issue

Optimize every drop of juice and every minute of your time.

Use the 1Step Kit as a spare part at those times when your 
business cannot come to a standstill.

1Step M 
Extraction
Kit 
            

1Step S 
Extraction
Kit 
      

Maximum 
autonomy, 
maximum 
comfort.

Create a healthy and 
refreshing spot at your 
hotel, convenience 
store, service station or 
supermarket, and start 
enjoying a service that 
suits you.

1Step S 
Extraction Kit

Select your favourite 
color

Perfect for businesses 
with a high juice 
demand
Designed to make high-quality 
juice independently and efficiently.
It now comes with the new 1Step 
Extraction Kit as standard for quick and 
easy removal of the entire squeezing unit.

Versatile Pro
NEW

OrangeSilverGraphite

Diameter 
1.77” - 2.64”

Diameter 
2.56” - 3.19”

Wash it in one 
piece, in the 
dishwasher or 
in the sink.

Unbeatable speed
It squeezes up to 27 oranges per minute.

Change the juice extraction system 
in just one step  
Using the 1Step Extraction Kit.

Built-in feeder
With 22 lb loading capacity, so you don’t have 
to reload after each service.

Configure the mode of use 
Choose language and number of fruit from 
the Digital Display.

Customize operation
Self-Service mode: to pour juice directly 
directly in the glass, bottle or jug. 
Professional mode: to program the number 
of fruit for non-stop squeezing.

Let’s be smart 
Tap has built-in non-drip system and 
stoppage option for Self-Service use.

Comfort, first and foremost
Built-in waste containers.
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Podium Versatile Pro


